
interesting features of the Beech Bottom Mound was 
the presence of the long, polished tubular pipes {prob-
ably an early form of tobacco pipe) not usual in typical 
Mound Builder buriaJs, and never before found in such 
quantity. 

The work of excavating was carried on with the 
generous cooperation of D. H. Wagner, Esq., of the 
Wheeling Conugating Company. A full report wilJ 
appear in a forthcoming number of the Museum Journal. 

6. The _Czech o- . . poTTERY vessels, bronze ear-
Slo-vakian Expedition rings, bracelets, arrowheads and 
iron knives belonging to a period of culture more than 
.five thousand years old have recently been unearthed 
by the Joint Central European Expedition of the Uni-
versity Museum. and the Peabody Museu1n, Cambridge, 
according to word just r eceived from Dr. Vladimir J. 
Fewkes, .field director of the Expedition. 

" The second summer's work of the Expedition," Dr. 
F ewkes writes, "has produced a number of interes ting 
and important .finds. In the course of our excavations 
at Laza vice, southwest of Prague, in Czecho-Slovakia we 
have uncovered objects that point to Slavic burials of 
the late Bronze and early Iron Age. In addition to this 
we have carried on extensive digging at Homolka, north-
west of Prague where the finds reveal a settlement of 
people belonging to the so-called Nordic phase of the 
Eneolithic or earliest Bronze Age period, five thousand 
years ago. When the whole site has been completely 
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dug, we shall have the credit of having excavated a 
primitive Nordic settlement for the first time in the 
history of European Archaeology . The Homolka site 
is a steep , rounded hill connected b y a saddle hack to 
a long ridge and a s many as one h u ndred and forty pits 
have been discovered in the course of complete excava-
tion of the site. These pits were of many sorts such as 
house pits, storage and r efu se pits, and others, the u se 
of which has not yet been determined. In addition 
to the Eneolithic objects, types of very primitive pottery 
have come to light which indicate that the site was 
possibly occupied over a long period or perhaps that in 
this region a number of different cultures met and 
later merged into one . 

In addition to this, exten sive digging has been carried 
on at Chrastany, west of Pragu e, where object s repre-
sentative of Neolithic and Bronze Age cul tures were 
found. The material recovered was most important, 
including some beautiful Bronze Age pottery and a 
p erforated hoe of the same period. 

The whole Central European region is archaeologi-
cally very important and as yet little understood, and 
when the finds of the Expedition have b een studied 
and the results publish ed no little light will he thrown 
on the prehistory of man in Europe." 

Dr. Fewkes will return early in December to prepare 
at the Museum an exhibition of his finds . 
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